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As traveller habits evolve year on year, it’s essential hotels 
recognise shifting trends to offer more value to guests 
and drive occupancy rates. 

While we steam ahead through the last half of 2017, there’s still time to take note. 

Below are the leading travel trends happening right now, as well as actionable tips to help you 

leverage emerging patterns and drive more bookings. 
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1. Solo Travellers

Solo travelling is no longer reserved for the adventurous 
backpacker or students taking a year out. 

It’s capturing the interest of all age groups and nationalities. 

And here’s why… 

As the industry provides access to a wealth of knowledge, 
travellers are more confident about exploring the world on their 
own. 

People feel better informed than they did 15 years ago.They 
know what to expect and feel positive about shaping their own 
journey to personal growth. 

Solo travellers want freedom. They can choose exactly where 
and when they go, and they don’t have to barter with family and 
friends about how they spend their days. 

They want to indulge in new hobbies and experiences, meet new 
people and be immersed in local culture. 

This year, hotels are placing more efforts on ways they can 
attract and appeal to solo guests. 



Solo Traveller Stats 
A recent Bookyogaretreats.com survey reveals 51% would travel alone for their next holiday 

Of those surveyed, 80% come from Germany, 69% from the UK, and 67% from Canada

29% want to explore a new destination

32.9% want to learn a new skill 

Over half want to be immersed in the culture and explore local life

Only 4% travel solo in search of nightlife and the party vibe

Just 10% travel alone to visit friends and family

Wellness breaks were more popular among Spanish travellers, with 16.7% planning such trips 

in 2017 

Almost 80% use social media while on holiday, and 25% use it every day

Three quarters said they would detach from their jobs altogether while travelling

A Booking.com survey of 1000 British women revealed, 64% now feel more confident when 

travelling alone
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https://www.bookyogaretreats.com/de
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/solo-holidays/Rise-in-solo-female-travel-thanks-to-the-internet/


How can hotels leverage this data?
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Create areas to mingle 

With more than 50% of lone travellers wanting to explore local culture and meet new people, hotels 
must consider ways to facilitate social interaction.

Draw locals to your hotel by welcoming them into your bar and restaurant. This will give guests an 
instant taste of the local culture the moment they step out of their room. Your bar and lounge should be 
designed with open and accessible seating to encourage guests to mingle. 

Solo guests will feel more able to strike a conversation with others if they’re not closed in. 

Avoid boxing in small tables and chairs. Instead think about turning your communal seating into larger 
spaces seating up to 10 people around a table. 



Hold events and promote on social media 
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To further immerse solo guests and help them mix, hold events such as a bbq, quiz night or 
cocktail hour. A planned event is something they can look forward to and schedule into their 
day.

Be sure to promote your events on social 
media to generate interest for your upcoming 
event. 

By being open about accommodating solo 
travellers with activities throughout the week, 
this can be highly influential to drive more 
bookings for cautious guests travelling alone.



Add Health and Wellness Options
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Health and wellness retreats have become a favourite amongst solo travellers. Those in search of a 
relaxing break, or those wanting to introduce healthier habits, popularity will accelerate through 2017. 

The Healthy Holiday Company reported 65% of all its travellers go alone, while Health and Fitness Travel 
have seen a rise in the number of solo travellers choosing yoga and health and wellness trips.
 
If solo travellers today are searching for more nutritious dining options and ways to improve their fitness 
and wellbeing, hotels must find ways to cater for demand. 

Consider offering health inspired menus alongside your regular menus. Think about classes you can hold in  
and around your hotel. Or partner up with classes already happening in your area. 

These are opportunities to upsell and crossell additional services, helping you attract a bigger share of the 
market and improve guest satisfaction. 

http://www.thehealthyholidaycompany.co.uk/
http://www.healthandfitnesstravel.com/
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Imagery

If you want to attract the solo traveller, 
you need to help them visualise what it 
would be like to stay at your hotel. 

Mix up the photos on your website between 
friends and family making memories over 
lunch or a few drinks, and solo guests 
having a great time.

For example, Include images with single 
guests exploring your hotel or chatting with 
staff at the bar. 



2. Travellers on Facebook 

Travel is the third 
most popular topic 
among Facebook 

users 
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Social media is shaping the travel industry.  

Planning a trip with the high street travel agent is 
declining, replaced by travellers who crave more 
choice and fast results. 
 
Travellers use Facebook throughout the entire 
holiday process – to research and book a trip, share 
snaps while away, and when they return. 

We’re seeing a spike in the volume of travellers 
sharing their experiences through holiday stories 
and images.

Facebook has become a pivitol source of inspiration. 

The pictures and check in notices users see on 
status updates from friends and family start to shape 
their travel plans. Many users even post updates to 
ask for holiday recommendations. 

With this kind of activity, hotels must embrace the 
platform and be where their guests are. 

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Consumer-Business/gx-cb-thl-facebook-digital-channels-travel.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Consumer-Business/gx-cb-thl-facebook-digital-channels-travel.pdf


Facebook and traveller stats 
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51% of travel brands found their direct bookings increased because of their presence 

on Facebook

1 in 6 travellers post status updates asking for travel recommendations

80% of travellers are more likely to book a trip from a friend liking a page rather than 

responding to a traditional Facebook ad 

52% of Facebook users say their friends’ photos inspire their travel plans

42% of stories shared on Facebook timelines in 2012 were travel experiences  

71% of travel brands on Facebook found they had better engagement and 

conversation with their customers 

52% of travellers alter their travel plans based on the responses and activity on social 

media

23% of Facebook users check their account at least five times a day

http://digitalvisitor.com/10-social-statistics-from-the-travel-industry/
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Consumer-Business/gx-cb-thl-facebook-digital-channels-travel.pdf
http://www.eyefortravel.com/
http://webbedfeet.com.au/influence-social-media-travel/
https://www.tnooz.com/article/a-very-deep-dive-into-using-facebook-for-marketing-in-the-travel-industry/
http://digitalvisitor.com/10-social-statistics-from-the-travel-industry/
http://digitalvisitor.com/10-social-statistics-from-the-travel-industry/
https://trackimo.com/statistics-on-travel-and-tourism-2/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/25-insane-social-media-facts/79645/
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How can hotels leverage this data? 

Build your Facebook reviews 

You should already be encouraging guests to review your hotel online, but are you putting too much 
focus on TripAdvisor? 

TripAdvisor is a great place to start. But you should aim for an even spread across all your platforms, 
as travellers tend to search several websites when planning a trip. 

And as we’ve already uncovered, Facebook is a major source of inspiration and verification. 

Travellers expect to see Facebook reviews. They build a potential guests’ confidence in your hotel. 

When you ask guests for a review in your follow up emails, be sure to ask for a Facebook review and 
include a link to your page. 

https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/
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Create a contest 

In the travel space, there are an overwhelming number 
of contests promoted on Facebook every year. But not 
all have the right concept to tie in with their business 
goals – to generate more bookings. 

If you simply offer an enticing prize for liking your page, 
you may get many more likes, but it’s not as meaningful 
as it could be to your bottom line. 

Those travellers may not align with your target market, or they could just be fancying their chances at a 
freebie. 

The more unusual your contest and the more involved you make your participants, the more effective your 
results will be.

A better option could be creating a scavenger hunt in your area. Participants must like your page and tag 
four friends to enter. They could use an app to upload photos to social media when they find an item. And the 
prize could be winners who book a stay at your hotel win a free breakfast for 4.
 
This kind of outside the box thinking creates far more engagement and buzz around your hotel than the 
contests we’re used to seeing every day. 

https://www.facebook.com/scavengerhuntwithfriends
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Post regular updates 

82% of consumers 
trust a company 
more if they’re 
involved with 
social media 

85% of customers 
expect businesses to be 
active on social media 

It’s not enough to set up your Facebook page and be done with 
it. 

Having only a few posts or many old posts can make you seem 
behind the times. You’ll lack the kind of transparency travellers 
seek and you’ll miss opportunities to engage your guests. 

If you post regular updates to show what’s happening at your 
hotel with fresh photos of guests, you give browsers the 
reassurance and information they need to make a booking. 

If potential guests see you don’t respond or have long periods of 
inactivity, this can also lead to cancellations. 

In fact, a Media Bistro study revealed that 52% of travellers 
change their plans based on social media activity and 
responses. 

Be sure to add new content to your Facebook page at least once 
a week with updates about your hotel, your guests, events and 
new images. Once a day would be better! 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/brentgleeson/2012/10/31/6-ways-brands-build-trust-through-social-media/#4cf33977867d
https://thevirtualsolution.com/how-to-market-your-biz-social-media/
https://trackimo.com/statistics-on-travel-and-tourism-2/
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Facebook direct booking engine 

We know Facebook is used heavily during the 
travellers’ research phase of planning a trip. We also 
know travellers favour companies who make the 
booking process quick and easy. 

The less they’re required to do, the more likely they 
are to book. 

When a browser lands on your Facebook page, you 
should give them the option to secure a booking 
directly from your page. A booking engine built into 
your Facebook page gives guests a super convenient 
way to book their stay without clicking on to your 
website. 

A good property management system will already 
offer a Facebook plugin for travellers to book direct. 

As Facebook is now a primary resource for eager 
travellers, hotels must use all available tactics and 
tools to optimise their pages. 
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Gather emails

With so many potential guests at your disposal on Facebook, this is a great opportunity to bring those 
interested guests into your world for the long-haul. 

Getting them on your email list means you can reach out regularly with special offers and events. 

MailChimp is great for adding a quick signup form directly onto your Facebook page. Your entire MailChimp 
account will be integrated with Facebook, and all signups are added to the MailChimp lists you’ve created. 

You will then be able to send your newsletters and special offers to everyone on that list, whether they came 
from your website or your Facebook page. 

http://kb.mailchimp.com/integrations/facebook/add-or-remove-a-signup-form-on-your-facebook-page
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3. Eco-friendly Travellers

Sustainability is at the forefront of people’s minds.

In recent years, being green matters to the average 
traveller. 

Even back in 2012, a TripAdvisor survey revealed 
that 69% of travellers planned to make even more 
eco-friendly choices during the 12 months ahead. 

Moving on to 2017, that demand for eco-friendly 
travel stays strong. Travellers want to know what the 
airlines and hotels are doing to protect the 
environment. 

But what’s interesting is hotels fall short when 
marketing their green credentials. In the TripAdvisor 
survey, 64% said they rarely or never feel informed 
about whether hotels are truly eco-friendly. 

With the majority of travellers seeking sustainable 
travel options, hotels must do more to adopt and 
promote green practices. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewbender/2013/04/22/survey-two-thirds-of-travelers-want-green-hotels-heres-how-to-book-them/#1c1fe4042e2f
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Eco-friendly traveller stats

65% of travellers will stay in eco-friendly accommodation at least once this year

68% say they are more likely to consider choosing a hotel because it’s eco-friendly 

The vast majority of travellers would be willing to make luxury adjustments to stay somewhere 

eco-friendly: 

94% would be happy with energy saving lightbulbs

89% would be happy with AC/heating units that only run while in the room 

80% would be happy with low flow showerheads 

Nearly a third of travellers are willing to pay a premium for green travel

Top 3 reasons travellers choose eco-friendly hotels: 

52% want to help reduce their environmental impact

36% believe they provide a more locally-relevant experience

31% believe they treat the local community better

A massive 79% consider sustainability when choosing their mode of transport when travelling 

https://globalnews.booking.com/bookingcom-reveals-2017-sustainable-travel-intentions-goals-and-considerations/
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How can hotels leverage this data?

Go big with renewable energy 

67% of eco-travellers consider solar energy to be a major consideration when choosing a hotel, while 
43% consider a sustainable water system important.

Installing renewable energy will no doubt attract guests, but it will also save money on your energy bills 
and reduce your carbon footprint. However, there’s no getting away from the fact that this could be a 
significant initial investment. You should explore if these numbers are realistic. 

Bear in mind the government does offer various incentives for businesses that go green, so this can offer 
some relief against costs. 

If you want to make a big impact on the growing number of green travellers, you need to make a big 
gesture. 

https://globalnews.booking.com/bookingcom-reveals-2017-sustainable-travel-intentions-goals-and-considerations/
https://www.gov.uk/green-taxes-and-reliefs/overview
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Take care of  the little things 

If going big isn’t an option, your hotel could 
still gain the edge with a few smaller green 
changes.

Before the turn of the century, luxury was 
associated with indulgence and abundance. 
The cost to the environment was rarely 
considered by hotels and guests. 

Today, on a whole, travellers accept the minor 
adjustments they need to make to stay 
somewhere eco-friendly. 

Their conscience outweighs the desire for 
overindulgence. 

Just by simply switching to energy saving 
lightbulbs, adding low flow showerheads, 
offering organic food options or recycled toilet 
paper, you can tick many boxes for the green 
conscious guest. 
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Be transparent

It’s clear travellers now factor sustainability into their travel plans, and they’re searching for hotels with 
these same principles. 

If you’re not promoting your eco-friendly practices, you’re missing a major opportunity to entice almost three 
quarters of the population. 

Include your green information on your website, write a blog post about your next sustainable feature, make 
it a unique angle in your next press release, or shout about it on social media. 

As other hotels are failing to present the green information travellers want, doing so could put you in top 
position.  

https://globalnews.booking.com/bookingcom-reveals-2017-sustainable-travel-intentions-goals-and-considerations/
https://globalnews.booking.com/bookingcom-reveals-2017-sustainable-travel-intentions-goals-and-considerations/
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Offer transportation information 
As previously noted, almost 80% of travellers are more mindful of the transport they use when 
making travel arrangements. Hotels can use this data to inform guests and inspire more bookings.

43% take public 
transport 
whenever 
possible 

42% will walk, 
bike or hike 

18% fly less to 
reduce their 

carbon footprint 

Be helpful by providing a link to the public transport schedule on your website and as a handout at 
reception. 

Include information about the best walking and biking routes in the area, or where they can hire a 
bike. 

With many travellers choosing to fly less, consider starting a creative campaign to target these 
locally focussed travellers.

https://globalnews.booking.com/bookingcom-reveals-2017-sustainable-travel-intentions-goals-and-considerations/
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4. Simple, personalised 
travelling experiences 

In 2017, travellers are moving away from the 
overly embellished luxury breaks in favour of an 
understated home from home vibe. 

They’re rejecting over-the-top interiors and opting 
for a calmer, simpler choice that reflects an 
idealised version of their own home. 

Homely comforts are the travellers priority in 2017. 

Hotels still need to offer a superior home from 
home with extra comfy beds, walk-in showers and 
inspiring art work, but the lasting impression 
requires an unpretentious quality.
 
What’s also interesting is many travellers prefer to 
prioritise spending on memorable experiences 
rather than material possessions. 

As the simple pleasures become the travellers’ 
focus, hotels can attract guests with simple and 
streamlined designs, while considering new ways 
to create an immersive travelling experience. 
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Simple traveller stats 

58% of travellers prioritise spending on experiences rather than material possessions while 

on holiday 

Only 10% say a butler or concierge service is essential to their travelling enjoyment

Only 13% say high-end toiletries are essential to their travelling enjoyment

As a treat, travellers are willing to spend more on: 

Sightseeing – 53% 

Special dining experiences – 41% 

Accommodation – 41% 

Activities – 35% 

Shopping 24% 

https://www.wgsn.com/blogs/8-need-to-know-key-travel-trends-for-2017/
https://www.trekksoft.com/en/blog/travel-tourism-stats-2016
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How can hotels leverage this data?

Décor considerations

As flashy and fussy designs become more undesirable to the average traveller, a neutral interior will 
win the race in 2017. 

Travellers today are searching for a tranquil space where they can feel comfortable. That means 
offering something better than they have at home, but also the option to squish into a cosy sofa with 
a good book. 

Spend time thinking about how your guests will feel when they view images of your hotel online - 
what does your décor say to you? How will they feel when they get there? Do your rooms and 
communal spaces feel inviting and homely or more formal and sleek? 

Most guests want subtlety and relaxation. Consider this latest trend for your next interior renovation 
project. 
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Hotel amenities

There are certain amenities guests will outright 
expect from a hotel room. And to create a feeling 
of home from home, you need to be sure you’re 
offering guests all the comforts they value.  

If guests forget to bring an item with them, hotels 
that provide the essentials will go a long way to 
scoring those brownie points.

Items such as extra pillows and blankets, a hair 
dryer, shower products, coffee and tea, bottled 
water, bath robes and large towels are just some 
of the basic requirements you should offer to 
satisfy this growing trend.  
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Conjure that feeling of home by tickling the senses. 

Think about how you can create smells from your restaurant to stimulate powerful memories of 
home cooking.

Appeal to the senses

Playing with different senses such 
as smells, music and textures, all 
have the power to influence 
emotions and experiences.

So how can you appeal to the 
senses to create that emotional 
bond... 

Perhaps a Sunday lunch or Italian 
night with pasta and pizza. Or that 
instant smell of coffee in the 
morning. 

Fill your communal areas with 
homely aromas and relaxing music 
to put guests immediately at ease. 

More and more businesses use 
stimuli like fragrances, music or

textures in order to establish stronger 
bonds with customers.

http://jthmnet.com/journals/jthm/Vol_4_No_2_December_2016/4.pdf
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Add on experiences 

With over half of travellers prioritising experiences over the materialistic, consider offering activities and 
day trips in and outside your hotel. 

We now know more than 50% will spend more on sightseeing, so provide an information pack outlining 
the best places to visit for a day out. If some require a fee, pair up with companies so you can offer 
tickets at your hotel. 

Include information about the best places to eat in your area and invite them to ask your reception desk 
to book a table. Be helpful - the key is making their entire stay as easy and stress-free as you can.

As travellers increasingly look beyond accommodation for an immersive travelling experience, you need 
to consider how you can offer enrichment beside your rooms and restaurant.  
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5. Virtual reality 

Travel is based around creating amazing 
experiences. And helping guests live that experience 
has never been more important in 2017. 

In the last couple of years hotels have adopted 
virtual reality as a way to enrich the booking 
experience. They can be an extremely effective 
marketing tool to help travellers imagine a hotel before 
guests even arrive. 

From their computer screens, guests can see a 360 
degree view of a hotels’ rooms, lobby and grounds. 

It’s opening a whole new world for guests who now 
seek in-depth information before they make a 
decision. 

Virtual reality is setting a new industry standard in 
travel. Many hotels are now using the technology to 
better inform, entertain and sell to guests with great 
success. 

Hotels would do well to implement, or at the very least 
consider this latest development. 
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Virtual reality stats

73% of entrepreneurs expect that VR will be used to assist in the decision-making process for 

travel related decisions such as destination or hotel choices

61% see the potential of VR and AR in a travel context 

A survey by Statista Digital Market Outlook in Germany revealed 62% of travellers would 

consider VR as a tool for holiday planning 

49% would only use it if it’s free 

13% would be willing to pay for it

Of the MENASA market, 51% of respondents from 21 countries said VR is the most appealing 

technological concept to aid their travel booking process 

64% are willing to travel to a store with the technology 

A third confirmed they would book their next holiday following a positive VR experience in 

store

71% were prepared to download travel specific VR content to their devices 

http://www.virtual-reality-in-tourism.com/statistics-about-vr-in-travel/
https://mena.yougov.com/en/news/2016/04/26/futures-looking-virtual-travel-booking-menasa/
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How can hotels leverage this data? 

Create VR experiences to sell 

With guests taking an interest in VR technology, its most obvious use is during the education phase of 
the booking experience. 

Consider investing in 360 videos to capture every room and communal space at your hotel. Include 
these interactive images on your website and promote them on social media. 

Best Western Hotels and Resorts will soon be launching this same strategy across its 2200 hotels in 
North America. The 360 effect is slowly jumping ahead traditional photos in terms of immersing and 
influencing guests towards a booking.

By adopting this hyper-visualised experience before the rest of the industry catches up, you’ll delight 
guests and gain the upper hand. 

https://skift.com/2016/05/23/best-western-goes-all-in-on-its-virtual-reality-marketing-move/
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Create VR experiences to entertain 

VR doesn’t have to be all about marketing directly. It can also 
offer the entertainment aspect while guests are staying at 
your hotel.
 
In 2015, the Marriott tested a new program called VRoom 
Service at two hotels in New York and London. The hotels 
offered Samsung Gear VR headsets to guests for 24 hours 
so they could travel the world through virtual Goggles. 

Each three minute video was narrated by a traveller 
visiting aspiring locations. Guests could explore and live the 
surroundings straight from their hotel room. 

The pilot program immersed guests in a virtual storytelling experience, adding a whole new dimension to 
their stay. 

Are VR headsets something you could offer at your hotel to give guests the surprise element? 

Leveraging this technology now can make your hotel a talking point, help guests encompass a connected 
travelling experience and virtually visit places they’ve never been before. 

http://news.marriott.com/2015/09/marriott-hotels-introduces-the-first-ever-in-room-virtual-reality-travel-experience/


Looking for a property management system to gain the edge on the latest trends? Get your free 
sign up to The Booking Factory today 

The All-in-One Hotel Management System for 
Small Hotels, B&Bs and Serviced Apartments 

Free Sign Up 

Booking Engine Channel Manager Front Desk System Website Builder 

Get more direct 
bookings  

Connect with 
hundreds of 
booking sites 

Create a 
beautiful website 
to attract guests

Complete 
reservation system 

from booking to 
check out 

https://app.thebookingfactory.com/client/#/signup

